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 nitrate from D to A and, starting from silver nitrate, lead
by addition of water from F to A. *.
The diagram may now be divided by an appropriately
drawn line into areas, each of which has its physical mean-
ing. Working to the right of fad we have homogeneous
mixtures, whatever be the composition, which lead from
molten silver nitrate to molten ice, and include all un-
saturated solutions;-to the left of a, through which the
auxiliary line ax a2 is to be drawn, i. e. below the cryohydric
temperature, lie the conditions in which the two bodies exist
together in solid form. There remain the areas 04 af and
#2AD; they represent conditions unstable, i.e. supersatu-
rated, with silver nitrate (al af) and ice (a2 ad). The latter
is usually called undercooled.
Finally, it must be noted that a tacit assumption has
been made with regard to the determinations represented in
the figure. The solubility and freezing point are dependent
on the pressure, although only to a slight extent, as we
may see from the previous thermo-dynamical considerations,
and from the. following examples: ammonium chloride,
which dissolves with expansion, loses solubility by i°/o for
160 atmospheres; copper sulphate, which contracts on
solution, gains solubility by 3-2 °/o for 60 atmospheres.
The change is so small that it does not come into con-
sideration in ordinary measurements; still even in Etard's
measurements, carried out in sealed tubes much over 100°,
things are somewhat different, and the above mode of
representation can only be regarded as strictly correct
if the pressure be taken as the saturation pressure of the
solutions considered. With this condition, the lines and
points in the diagram are as follows:—
af> composition of the mixture in presence of silver
nitrate and vapour simultaneously.
ad, the same in presence of ice and vapour.
1 The cryohydric temperature a is obviously the lowest temperature
that can "be obtained by mixing Ice and silver nitrate.

